A CHRISTMAS STAR ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS

An **Adjective** describes a noun.
Ex: Jon loves his **soft, fuzzy blanket**

An **Adverb** describes a verb. It answers the questions **how?**, **in what way?**, **when?**, **where?**, and **to what extent?** It often (but not always) ends in **–ly**.
Ex: Sheila walked **slowly** to school.
    Elizabeth took her friends **upstairs**.

Circle the adverbs in the selection. Underline the adjectives.

Mama looked at the clouds with the threat of snow and said, “We can’t get it now… we have to go!”
She bundled Jack up in warm woolen clothes, and all you could see was the end of his nose!

She quickly grabbed the jar that held the soup and picked up her babies in one big scoop!
Then, off to Nana’s they went in a hurry!
But, half way there, it began to flurry.
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